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Identification and Control
of linen through RFID

JUDY WHITE
WHITE BLOUSE
10 WASHES, 1 SEWING SINCE 2014
FLOOR 1/ROOM 203

KATE SAHADI
WHITE FLOWER TOP
2 WASHES, 10 SEWINGS SINCE 2013
FLOOR 1/ROOM 224

GRACE APPLETROM
WHITE BATHROBE
5 WASHES SINCE 2014
FLOOR 2/ ROOM 504

PAUL McDAVIES
WHITE TROUSERS
6 WASHES SINCE 2015
FLOOR 1/ ROOM 201

MICHAEL SORRENTO
WHITE SHIRT
25 WASHES, 2 SEWINGS SINCE 2015
FLOOR 2 / ROOM 514

Specialists in Care Homes

LOGIFID is a new way to manage Resident’s
clothing and linen in care homes and laundries.
Our software and radiofrequency technology
will allow garments to give us the information
we need of a certain piece.

1. Information and registry of
all linen
Real time inventories and registry per
person/garment.
History of each piece: arrival, exit,
wear and tear…

LOGIFID is the result of the initiative of a team of
professionals with long experience in Laundry and
Technology that promote innovation in sectors where it has
not yet been implemented. We make it easy and agile.

Improve quality
of customer service

Big savings and
improved logistics

Reliability
Efficiency

What do we improve?

Control
Traceability
Easy

2. Management control
Each possible problem is analised with
information and handled in a more
objective way.
The Home, the Residents and the
families have more tools to manage the
linen so problems and disagreements
are minimised.

3. Time and handling costs
The automatic ID makes sorting times a
lot shorter.
The naming of each garment is
standarised, long-lasting and optimised.
Training needed for new staff is quick
and easy.
Efﬁciency of normal and temporary
staff is much higher (better tools and
better results).

Control
Reliability
Quality

Efficiency
Easy

4. No mistakes in sorting
The automatic ID and the instruction
in the display is clear and precise.
The staff can check if they have
done the job right before delivering
to the rooms.

Updated information
available in real time

5. Changes of clothing
Possibility of introducing new
protocols to control number of
changes per resident.
Possibility to improve and follow up of
staff protocols in linen change.
Control
Efficiency

6. Loss of clothing and linen
Losses of garments is highly reduced
due to the precision of the technology
and possibility to introduce new
detection points.
Long-life of tagging system, special
trolleys to deliver to resident avoid
misplacement of garments.
Traceability
Efficiency

Quality
Reliability
Easy

7. Exceptions are possible
Through the internal messaging system
and the possibility to introduce special
instructions and alarms, we can treat
each garment as it is required.
Online real time information gives
us tools to react quickly to possible
problems.

8. Stock handling
Inventories of linen and garments in
stock quick and precise: stock divided
in sizes, sexes, types…
Quick process to reassign garments to
new users.
Control
Traceability
Efficiency

9. Improve Control in the
Laundry
Easy way to quantify number of
garments processed per resident, per
department, ﬂoors…
Reports at hand of quantity of linen
folded per person (control productivity).
Online reports to decide needs for extragarments/linen quick and easy.

How does it work?
1. Clothes registration
Each garment is marked with a tag
which will link all the information we
want to know to this speciﬁc piece:
who it belongs to, type, colour.

Control
Efficiency

2. Sorting
When the linen is clean and we need
to sort it by resident, the ID is automatic
while folding. The software shows in
the display the exact position where to
place the item. This makes the sorting
precise, agile and fast.

3. Handling
The piles of folded garments are
placed directly in the speciﬁc trolleys
that distribute it to the rooms, avoiding
extra times and mistakes when
handling linen.

What do we need?

TAGS
4. Database
Every time the garment passes an
antenna, the software will register
this data and therefore we will be
able to trace the life of the garment:
number of washes, date of entry,
number of seams…

5. Reports and inventories
We will be able to have online
inventories in real time, state of
garments, and the traceability of
each item. All this information will be
accessible from any device.

WORK
TABLE

LOGIFID

TROLLEYS

The software manages
information and displays
exact location to place
the linen.

All the folded clothing is
placed in a speciﬁc type
of trolleys.

6. Garment life
The tags are reusable and therefore
can be reassigned to the clothes
of a new resident or new piece of
clothing.

Each piece will need a
tag with a special label.

The folding is done in
a special table where
antennas are located.

LOGIFID IS QUALITY

Improve processes, better service to
residents and families, quality controls
possible.

LOGIFID IS RELIABILITY

Automatic ID guarantees results and
high precision due to the type of
technology used.

LOGIFID IS EASY

Quick staff training and user friendly
software: acoustic signals, big and
easy graphics for all kinds of users.

LOGIFID IS EFFICIENCY

Savings in time, optimised logistics,
mistakes avoided, linen ID effective
and re-usable.

LOGIFID IS CONTROL

Stock control and online real
time control per resident, ﬂoor,
department…, reports on wear and
tear, laundry and staff efﬁciency.

LOGIFID IS TRACEABILITY

Online reports from any device with
all data since moment of entry: dates,
nº washes, tearings, images…

LOGIFID IS INNOVATION

High quality components, latest
technology developments, automatic
updates and constant improvements.

Barcelona
+34 931310444 – info@logifid.es
www.logifid.es

